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Seven-Step Methodology
for Managing and

Monitoring PeopleSoft ERP
Applications

By  R ob e r t  G ro t h

In recent years, PeopleSoft Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
applications have become more widespread and complex.This
article provides a methodology for managing and monitoring
PeopleSoft ERP applications and putting in place a system that
ensures peak performance.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, PeopleSoft Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
applications have grown dramatically in capability and complexity.
Proper management and monitoring can result in significant cost
reductions in the deployment, support and future extension of an IT
infrastructure. Yet, due to this complexity and the wide configuration
differences among sites, out-of-the-box monitoring and management
tools cannot provide a one-size-fits-all answer.

This article discusses a methodology for not only managing and
monitoring PeopleSoft ERP applications, but also putting in place a
system that guarantees high availability and peak performance. In
brief, the steps are as follows:

1. Diagram the environment.
2. Describe the application flow by component.
3. Identify the critical aspects and elements of each component.
4. Develop detailed specs.
5. Identify cross-component monitoring needs.
6. Tie the resultant monitoring plan to effective reports.
7. Set metrics in place to evaluate current results and to use in

capacity planning.

STEP 1: DIAGRAM THE ENVIRONMENT

PeopleSoft ERP application architectures today are commonly
multi-tier, combining Web, database and application servers, as well as
middleware confirmation layers, process schedulers and back-end ana-
lytic engines. This article uses the example of a PeopleSoft Financials
application running on:

� 1 database server
� 1 application server

� 2 process schedulers: one for SQR and COBOL, one for
NVision and Crystal Reports

� 2 Web servers
� N-number of client machines that access the PeopleSoft applica-

tion via Web browser

This environment is diagrammed on page 32.

STEP 2: DESCRIBE THE APPLICATION
FLOW BY COMPONENT

Next, describe the role played by each component in a transaction,
and the crucial considerations for each server.

This step is where most of the off-the-shelf-tools for monitoring
ERP solutions fall short because they fail to accommodate basic dif-
ferences that can result in a significantly different list, for instance,
whether the site configuration uses a fat- or thin-client approach. A
fat-client set-up requires the client to run a PeopleSoft Java applet,
which connects directly to an application server. With a thin-client
approach, the client connects to a “servlet,” and the servlet connects
to the application server. Our example uses PeopleSoft Internet
Architecture to implement this latter configuration. Its components’
roles are described thus:

Client Machine
� Starts a Web browser, types in a URL, and logs into the

PeopleSoft application.
� Makes requests to send/retrieve information to/from

the system.

Web Server
� Port connection: Connections to the application server through a

Java Station Listener (JSL) port.
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� (Inbound) Client connection through
browser to a servlet. Servlet makes
requests to servlet engine for application
screens and data.

� (Inbound) Servlet talks to the application
server through a Jolt Message.

� (Outbound) When all objects are
received by servlet, HTML is forwarded
to Web services.

Application server
� Critical processes include: WSL

(Workstation Listener), JSL (Java Station
Listener), and BBL (Bulletin Board
Listener—used by Tuxedo), as well as
PeopleSoft processes such as PSSAMSRV,
PSSPDPSRV and PSAESRV

� (Incoming and outgoing) Tuxedo, the
middleware confirmation layer, receives
requests in a Jolt message, the transaction
is logged, and a request for the
appropriate service sent to one of the
PeopleSoft processes.

� (Incoming) The process calls on a
database server to request or send
information.

� (Outgoing) The process receives data
from the database server, creates
appropriate HTML pages, and sends
them to the client.

� (Outgoing) The Tuxedo engine tracks
data handling and forwards data back to
the Java servlet.

Database Server
� Critical processes connect to their

counterparts on the application server.
These include: PSSAMSRV, PSSPDPSRV
and PSAESRV.

� (Incoming) Database receives data in the
form of a SQL statement and returns
data based on the query.

Process Scheduler
� The scheduler reads a PeopleSoft table,

at user-defined intervals, to determine
queued batch jobs. COBOL and SQL go
to one server and NVision and Crystal
Reports to another.

STEP 3: IDENTIFY THE
CRITICAL ASPECTS AND
ELEMENTS OF EACH
COMPONENT

In this step, you look at the process flow
created in step two and itemize what needs to
be managed. In our example:

Client
� Web response time for sequence of

typed-in URLs
� Whether the correct information is being

returned on Web request

Web server
� Basic operating system performance
� Web server application, WebLogic in

our example
� Port connections
� Servlet applications
� Application server
� Basic operating system performance
� WSL, JSL and BBL listeners

(especially JSL and BBL in
our example)

� Critical PeopleSoft processes
� Tuxedo application and logging
� Application server software

and logging

Database server
� Basic operating system performance
� Database application, Oracle in our

example
� Critical PeopleSoft processes, connecting

to application server

Process scheduler server
� Basic operating system health
� Process scheduler application

and logging

STEP 4: DEVELOP DETAILED
MONITORING SPECS

In step three, we identified 16 general cat-
egories that need monitoring support. Now
we break each of those down to specifics,
detailing not only what will be monitored,
but also what functionality may be needed to
make this extensible.

Operating system health: The obvious
first question is: what operating system? For
PeopleSoft, this operating system could be
many flavors of Unix or Windows NT and
Windows 2000. In our example, the systems
supported are a combination of Unix and
Windows 2000.

Important operating system details include
memory usage, CPU usage, disk space, file
system I/O, etc. The list should be easy to
make by experienced support professionals
after inspecting some of the many available
software products that monitor operating sys-
tems. The monitoring tool should also be able to
alert support staff by e-mail and page and allow
for altering thresholds easily—for instance, the
level of CPU usage that will trigger an alert.

Web response time:For any tool, you will
need to configure the specific URLs you wish to
monitor. The tool will automate the process of
testing and alerting support staff when response
times fall below the specified threshold.

Client data verification: For Web pages
that return data, you will want to test that
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the data is correct, to confirm the availability and performance of
those pages.

Web server application: This will vary depending on what Web
server software you use. Our example uses WebLogic. Common mon-
itoring concerns would be to:

� keep crucial Web services up and running, connectivity reliable
and response time fast

� detect suspicious Web activity before the environment is
compromised

� identify and resolve performance issues at the source: Web server,
application-related code or components

� estimate future resource needs

Port connections:In our example, Jolt and Tuxedo listener services
use ports 7200, 9000 and 7000 on the application server. These ports
must be monitored for availability.

Servlets and servlet rules engine: Servlets can be monitored at the
Web-server level for overall servlet execution time and for errors.

PeopleSoft processes (on application server): Critical PeopleSoft
processes include: psauth, psappsrv, psaqrysrv, psqcksrv, psapisrv and
pssamsrv. Each of these processes needs to be monitored for specific
CPU and memory, as well as overall health.

PeopleSoft application: The application log (appsrv.log) records
errors relating to the application’s health. In our example, the
appsrv.log records four levels of error: 0-3. Clarify which events in
each error level need to be noted. Only certain events in each of these
are of critical importance to support staff, among them spawning
process messages and PSADMIN messages.

Tuxedo middleware layer (on application server):The Tuxedo log
file may record hundreds of documented warning and error messages.
A good monitoring solution should be able to extract these warnings
and errors and match them to the appropriate messages in the Tuxedo
help manuals.

Basic database health:Oracle, commonly used for ERP solutions
such as PeopleSoft, has many items to monitor. Common concerns
would be:

� Help provide uninterrupted Oracle access to data for users
� Prevent frustration caused by frequent failures and rollbacks
� Protect data integrity
� Smoothly accommodate database growth

Process scheduler:The process scheduler’s associated daily log
files should be monitored for irregularities in the length of the intervals
between items of work. The monitoring tool will need to calculate
differences in interval times from the line entries.

In addition, the table PSPRCSRQSST, which shows queued batch
jobs, should be queried for successes and failures.

STEP 5: IDENTIFY CROSS-COMPONENT
MONITORING NEEDS

Component-level monitoring will always miss something.
However, completing the process of specking out component-level
needs will help you formulate a high-level view of the entire appli-
cation flow and will more clearly show monitoring needs that span
components.

Here are two cases in which monitoring needs are not easily pointed
out from a component-level perspective: First, the restarting of multi-
ple process schedulers after a failure (in other words, dependencies);
and, second, which users are requesting which database transactions.

For the first case, let’s use our current example, which employs two
interdependent process schedulers. In the event that the process sched-
uler fails on one server, it is not sufficient simply to restart it. First, you
must make sure that the database server is up and running. Next, since
there are service dependencies between the servers, you must restart
the process schedulers in the correct order, which may involve first
stopping a scheduler that is running.

The second case presents special difficulties. In a PeopleSoft multi-
tier model, there is no easy way to monitor which database transactions
are requested by which application user. You must create a special
query that ties each database query within PeopleSoft to a specific user.
Note that the PeopleSoft database schema commonly runs on Oracle
and/or SQL Server, but it could run on other database platforms, such
as DB2.

While there are “out-of-box” monitoring applications for PeopleSoft
applications, they often fail to cover many of the big-picture monitor-
ing requirements. Distributed ERP applications vary too widely in
implementation for a cookie-cutter support approach. Therefore, the
monitoring tool must allow for custom rule development. A caveat,
however—tools vary greatly in ease of use. In some, custom rule devel-
opment is so complex it may end up costing more than the monitoring
tool itself. Some tools provide a more user-friendly development
environmentthat enables support personnel to do this work themselves,
without relying on developers or consultants.

STEP 6: TIE THE MONITORING PLAN TO
EFFECTIVE REPORTS

Reporting requirements vary greatly from site to site, company to com-
pany, but it is always essential to report on performance and availability in
some way. Report generation can eat up huge amounts of support staff
time, so it is strongly recommended that you automate the process.

Items you will want to report on regularly include: system memory
usage, system CPU usage, system uptime, Web-page response, match-
ing of users with requested services, availability of critical processes,
and middleware errors and warnings. An optimal reporting practice
evolves over time as you refine your requirements and experiment with
methods of presenting data visually.

A note on real-time reports: While it may be exciting to see such
things as memory and CPU usage in real time, historical trending of
performance will usually generate more meaningful results. Real-time
reporting also tends to require a lot of network bandwidth. Studies
made at several sites have supported the conclusion that monitoring
something like CPU usage on 30-second intervals does not yield much
difference in the end-result reporting than monitoring at 15-minute
intervals. It does, however, negatively affect system performance.

STEP 7: SET METRICS IN PLACE

A solid base of performance and availability data will enable you to
establish meaningful benchmarks for maintaining current levels and
will help you zero in on areas where improvements will result in greatest
overall benefit. In addition to overall system performance data (CPU,
memory, I/O, etc.), consider collecting basic response time measures,
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as well as application-specific CPU and memory use. How much detail
you maintain will depend on your reporting requirements as well as
available storage. A good starting point is to collect every 10-15 minutes
and maintain the detail data for one month. After one month, aggregate
it into an hourly summary, and maintain that for one year. Data older
than one year may be purged, unless you wish to generate year-to-year
comparison graphs.

If you examine reports and graphs on a regular basis, and evaluate
them in light of the perceived performance of your application, you will
be able to develop rules of thumb that apply to your unique application
environment. What constitutes “typical” behavior for your application
should begin to be apparent within 2 weeks or so. In addition, patterns
and trends will become clear over longer periods of time, enabling you
to do accurate capacity planning. For example, if response times slow
as the number of users increases, you can determine quite accurately
the metric for each user’s effect on response time. This will help you
determine how to support future growth, for instance by adding either
additional servers or faster hardware.

CONCLUSION

While much in this article seems like simple common sense, proce-
dures for monitoring and managing ERP solutions are usually not put
in place when these solutions are first deployed. This results in an
unnecessary amount of fire fighting for support personnel and less
proactive decision making. Approaching the monitoring and manage-
ment of applications as an integral project-management exercise, rather
than piecemeal, will yield demonstrable results in terms of improved IT
performance and availability, lower support costs and the ability to
scale and extend efficiently and cost-effectively as your company’s
needs evolve.  
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